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At Faculty, we believe that artificial intelligence 
has the power to change everything – which 
includes solving our customers’ most important 
problems. Whether our customers are looking to 
save time, work more e�ciently, or deliver higher 
quality services, we build world-leading AI that 
helps them turn their data into deeper insights, 
smarter decisions and better strategies. Backed 
by world-class data science expertise (including 
over 50 PhDs from Harvard, Oxford and 
Cambridge on our team), we’ve helped more 
than 230 customers use AI to create 
unprecedented change in their organisations. 
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The first half of Clive Humby’s maxim, that “Data is the 
new oil”, is now repeated ad nauseum.  But the insight be-
longs in the following passage; “Like oil, data is valuable, 
but if unrefined it cannot really be used.”

For all organisations, but particularly for Governments and public bodies around the 
world, the protection of privacy is the single most important form of refinement re-
quired to unlock the value of the data.

Policy interventions to date have been largely successful in protecting privacy but tend 
to impose a steep cost in terms of the usability of the data.  For example, heavy restric-
tions on access minimise privacy risks but also reduce the chances of data being used 
to help solve public policy problems.  Similarly, aggregating datasets ensures they are 
private, but by definition stops them being used for valuable analysis at the individual or 
small group level.

This is why we see such potential in the rapidly evolving field of private synthetic data 
generation.  Here, machine learning models are used to generate wholly synthetic ver-
sions of real datasets which contain no personal data, but preserve the statistical rela-
tionships between variables in the underlying data.  

The research that Faculty and Digital Dubai have conducted together tested the degree 
of privacy preservation, and the utility for modelling of private synthetic data tech-
niques and found that on both counts they can deliver datasets that are highly suitable 
for research and public policy purposes.

We are grateful to Digital Dubai for sponsoring this work, and excited about the poten-
tial it holds to provide the form of privacy-preserving refinement that private data needs 
to be used by Governments around the world.

Faculty Foreword
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Digital Dubai was established by His Highness 
Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, 
Vice-President & Prime Minister of the UAE, and 
Ruler of Dubai, in June 2021 to develop and 
oversee the implementation of policies and 
strategies that govern all matters related to 
Dubai’s information technology, data, digital 
transformation, and cyber-security.

Digital Dubai brings together the expertise of four entities – Dubai 
Electronic Security Center, Dubai Statistics Center, Dubai Data 
Establishment, Digital Dubai Government Establishment, - to ensure the 
city collaboratively achieves the vision of the city’s leadership to make 
Dubai a globally leading digital economy. 

The entity has been entrusted with four key tasks - accelerate digital 
transformation of the city through strategic partnerships with governments 
and private sector entities, increase the Emirate’s digital economy 
contribution to the city’s GDP, build and develop digital competencies of 
national talent, and, maintain and develop Dubai’s digital wealth whilst 
accelerating Dubai’s cybersecurity e�orts.
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The Dubai Data Establishment was launched in 
2016 to build a holistic data ecosystem in the city. 
To achieve this goal the Establishment is working 
on four core pillars - Data Governance, Data Infra-
structure and Architecture, Ecosystem Engage-

ment, and most importantly Value Generation. 

Over the past 5 years DDE has issued Data Sharing and Data Compliance 
policies and guidelines, published ethical AI implementation guidelines, 
built built Dubai Pulse (the city's data backbone that today hosts over 900 
Open and Shared datasets), launched the Private Sector Engagement 
Strategy and has also built the city’s COVID-19 Dashboard in partnership 

with Dubai’s COVID-19 Command and Control Center. D
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Creating a thriving data innovation ecosystem is at the
core of the Dubai Data Establishment mission. Vital to a 
productive ecosystem is the ability to unlock data, so 
that it can generate value in a rapidly digitising society 
and economy.  

Creating a flow of richer and ever more relevant datasets, covering more areas of city 
life and services, feels more vital than ever. Managing ongoing public health 
challenges, securing the return to economic health, transitioning to a net-zero carbon 
economy, as well as feeding new ‘data hungry’ economic segments and the artificial 
intelligence systems that will proliferate as we enter the Web 3.0 era, all require the 
smart use of data.

As the governing body for data in the Emirate of Dubai, we are alert to the potential 
value contained in the data generated and held in the city. Equally, we are aware of 
the necessity to keep the data of our people, our businesses and our government 
secure and private. We provide the policies, standards and guidelines that facilitate 
the publication and exchange of data, as well its proper use. 

We also define ourselves as a data leader, whose job it is to explore new concepts and 
practices in data management, governance and analytics. This way, confidence and 
levels of activity in the city data market increase, and we keep the pace of innovation 
high. We are therefore really excited to be partnering with Faculty AI Data Science to 
break new ground in the vital field of synthetic data generation. 

Building on our data sharing toolkit published in 2020, the results are promising. We 
have shown that it is possible to create private-synthetic copies of sensitive data sets, 
which both preserve privacy whilst also retaining substantial utility from the original 
datasets for downstream data analysis, modelling and data product creation. 

This initial experiment opens up exciting new areas of opportunity for Dubai Data 
Establishment, in unlocking the previously untapped potential within our own 
datasets, as well as others held across Dubai’s government departments. Eventually, 
this model can spread to private sector entities.  

This research exercise sits within a much wider set of initiatives, all of which come 
together to deliver world-class data management and governance that crosses the 
full data value chain. Through the Dubai Registers programme, we are creating vital 
authoritative, high quality and connected data assets.  On data use, we want our AI 
to be responsible and fair, which is why we are enhancing our initial self-assessment 
toolkit.
 
In conclusion, this research is as much about the both economic and societal 
considerations as it is about the technical exercise contained within the research 
itself.  In this important moment, this is exactly where the debate about data in cities 
should be taking place. We hope to have pushed it on.

Foreword:
Why Synthetic Data matters
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How to read this white paper
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This white paper is targeted at two types of reader – government data leaders interested in broad data 
management and outcomes and data science experts. In more detail:

This document is therefore structured in a manner that is accessible for both reader profiles, as follows:

CITY DATA
LEADERS

want to understand the main concepts of 
private-synthetic data; how it can help 
leverage value from city data assets; the 
potential impact for Dubai; and practical 
next steps.

DATA SCIENCE
EXPERTS

want a detailed technical view of current 
data privacy and anonymisation techniques; 

a detailed technical commentary of the 
research results, setting out how di�erential 

privacy techniques are more e�ective in 
protecting privacy in released datasets. 

Section Title Description Reader Profile

Turning innovation into 
practical value: private 
synthetic data

A detailed commentary of the opportunity for organisations and City Data 
Leaders associated with the use of private synthetic data; alongside a brief 
discussion of the background to the research, and the research itself.

2

The impact of 
private-synthetic data on 
data privacy

A discussion focused on how private-synthetic data has emerged as a viable 
solution to balancing privacy and usability, when using sensitive data. 3

A detailed, non-technical 
commentary of our research 
and findings

A non-technical commentary of our methodology, results and findings. 4

Technical review of current 
techniques

A review of the various techniques that currently exist within the literature to 
both exploit the privacy of individuals in released data, as well as to defend 
against privacy attacks.5

Technical commentary of our 
approach and results

A technical discussion of the experimental approach we followed, in order to 
assess the relationship between utility and privacy for di�erent data release 
mechanisms. 6

References A list of the resources referenced in the white paper. 7

Technical appendix An overview of the datasets used, and extra details of the experiments outlined 
in section 6. 8

Data Science Expert

Data Science Expert

Data Science Expert

All

All

City Data Leader
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Turning innovation into practical value:
private synthetic data

Dubai Pulse is the data portal for the Emirate of Dubai. 
Like those of many other cities, it contains a large variety 
of data with the potential to provide solutions to public 
policy challenges, to create better services and generally 
fuel innovation using new technologies. 

For very good reason, much of this data is sensitive – it 
can be commercially confidential, or careless treatment of 
it can lead to the exposure to harm of individuals and 
critical city infrastructure.  A high premium is therefore 
placed on controls to ensure that data is neither leaked 

A range of standard anonymisation techniques are commonly used in the information governance processes that govern 
access to datasets stored in Dubai Pulse. In this work, we tested how these techniques compare to new developments in the 
world of synthetic data generation; specifically private-synthetic data, generated using di�erential privacy. 

This section will cover:

Why research on private synthetic data is needed. 

A brief commentary of the research.

The opportunity for organisations and City Data Leaders associated with private synthetic data.

Why this research is needed

The research

nor used improperly. 

That said, making available large and detailed datasets so 
they can be exposed to advancing analytical and machine 
learning techniques promises new insights and value 
across the social, environmental and economic challenges 
of our times. A similarly high premium should therefore be 
placed on exploring new ways of making data accessible 
that enable value generation whilst also protecting privacy 
and achieving compliance with increasingly stringent pri-
vacy and security laws.

Synthetic data

09

is data that is artificially generated in order to retain most of the statistical proper-

ties of the original data set, without copying individual rows / individuals from it.

Differential
privacy 

is a robust mathematical framework for limiting statistical disclosure whilst con-

trolling privacy risk. Put simply, it is the method that allows users to make the same 

statistical inferences as they would from the true data, without being able to identi-

fy individuals.

Private-synthetic
data 

is the particular type of synthetic data that is generated, following the application 

of di�erential privacy techniques.

To do this we carried out a series of experiments using many thousands of records across three data sets, including tra�c 
accident data from Dubai Pulse. The experiments compared the amount of the privacy preserved, and utility retained in the 
datasets, with these techniques against traditional methods. 
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Our research shows that private-synthetic data outperforms traditional data anonymisation techniques (such as removal, 
substitution, masking, aggregation/generalisation), both in terms of protecting the privacy of individuals and boosting data 
utility (or usefulness). For the tra�c accident dataset in Dubai Pulse we were able to almost completely protect individuals’ 
privacy whilst preserving 90% of the utility, as measured against the original dataset. 

These findings, alongside being able to set a precise level of control over privacy and utility that traditional methods are 
unable to match, makes di�erential privacy a compelling alternative and the gold standard for privacy protection.

The opportunity: turning innovation into practical value

| The investment

A reduced risk of data being widely breached or leaked in 
an organisation;

Projects that would have failed because of data privacy 
concerns now become possible.

Projects cost less to deliver, as information governance 
processes are streamlined and data access controls can be 
less restrictive.

The risk of under delivery of projects that rely on 
confidential or sensitive data is reduced, as analyses are 
performed on mathematically representative data (rather 
than data that has been substituted or heavily masked).

The cumulative benefit is that 
organisations are better able to 
deploy their data assets in data 
analytics, data science, and ever more 
sophisticated projects containing 
artificial intelligence, having the 
broader e�ect of embedding these 
disciplines - and their value - into the 
culture and practice of business and 
government.

For organisations to take advantage of di�erential privacy, some investment is required in both the right tools and skills to 
apply these techniques successfully to datasets.

In terms of tools that utilise di�erential privacy, a mixture of open-source libraries (e.g. Google's Di�erential Privacy Li-
brary and Microsoft and Harvard's OpenDP Platform) and license-based software o�erings currently exist in the market. 

In some instances, the use of 
open-source libraries may su�ce 
(e.g. the generation of aggregated 
statistics using di�erential privacy); 

The selection of the 
appropriate tool will 
ultimately depend on 

the use-case:

For others (e.g. training a 
machine learning algorithm) it 

may require the procurement of 
specialist commercial software.

For organisations, the use of private-synthetic datasets can deliver the following benefits:

City Data Leaders        

Data Science Experts       

see Section 4 for a detailed non-technical commentary of our methodology, and results.

see Section 6 for a detailed technical commentary of our methodology, and results.
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For use-cases that require licence-based software, the cost 
of this software may be a barrier to entry. However, as the 
use and adoption of this technology becomes more 
widespread, history shows (e.g. Moore's Law) that the 
associated cost will likely reduce. In tackling this, it is 
recommended that organisations prioritise high-value, 
high-impact use-cases first to achieve return on investment.

Regardless of what tool an organisation invests in, it needs 
to be coupled with investment in the right skills. Di�erential 
privacy in the wrong hands can lead to damaging 
consequences, both for a company and an individual. In the 
most extreme cases organisations would not just lose 

money on their investment - it could lead to substantial 
fines if data privacy regulation is breached. For these 
techniques to be applied successfully to a specific 
use-case, a team of skilled data scientists is required.

In making a decision about whether to invest in this 
technology or not, it is critical to consider the benefits of 
the service first. If the service being designed has a clear 
benefit (e.g. revenue generation, cost reduction, new 
product proposition), then it may be appropriate to invest 
in this technology so that these benefits can be realised. 
This decision must be made on a case-by-case basis.

| Future potential for City Data Management

The prospect of o�ering private-synthetic data as a service to both the public and private sectors in Dubai makes for an 
exciting future, and one in which significant value can be delivered to the wider ecosystem.

This technical research opens up the real prospect of Dubai Data Establishment implementing a four-stage strategy to 
drive a widening field of adoption of private-synthetic data based around business benefits. 

Figure 1: A data-strategy based on private-synthetic data

By opening this technology up the emirate, 
Dubai would lead the way in data protection; 
implementing an approach that seeks to use technology to build trust 
while enabling innovation to happen, rather than relying on regulation to 
build trust by preventing innovation from happening.

for Digital Dubai

Creation of private-synthetic 
copies of a selection of core 

Dubai Pulse datasets.

Creation of 
private-synthetic 

datasets

for Digital Dubai

A synthetic version of Dubai 
Pulse that transforms 

restricted datasets to Open 
(where appropriate), while 

retaining underlying 
relationships.

A synthetic,
open Dubai Pulse

for Government

Private-synthetic data is 
opened up for use by 

government departments 
across Dubai or UAE.

Private-synthetic 
data as a service

for Dubai

'Private-synthetic data as a 
service' available to all of 

Dubai, and potentially made 
mandatory in certain 

sensitive fields.

Private-synthetic 
data as a service



Synthetic data is an opportunity for Dubai Data Establishment to immediately begin realising the value of its shared data, 
and ultimately, the Dubai Pulse platform. This could mean:

| Immediate opportunity for City Data Management

A truly open Dubai Pulse

helping Dubai Data Establishment achieve its 
objective to make Dubai the happiest city on 
earth by opening up the whole of Dubai Pulse to 
the city’s citizens and leaders, both in the public 
and private sectors. 

An increase in data-driven 
services

increasing the number of pioneering data-driven 
services for the city’s citizens and leaders by 
providing more data to individuals. For example, 
the use of synthetic copies of medical records 
could help predict patient readmission.

Data analytics collaboration 
between the public and 
private sectors

synthetic data could realise the potential 
power of combining datasets from the public 
and private sectors. For example, 
telecommunications data combined with taxi 
ridership data could help identify areas where 
taxi stations should be located. 

More secure and streamlined 
data analysis

by mathematically demonstrating the privacy of 
a synthetic dataset, more informed decisions can 
be made regarding the sharing of confidential 
and sensitive datasets. In addition, the 
provisioning of synthetic copies of real data 
reduces the need for datasets containing 
confidential or sensitive information to be 
handled on a case-by-case basis. 

12
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| Immediate use cases for focus

Patient Medical Record Data.

This comprises a number of datasets that contain rich 
information about patients, their medical histories, and 
journeys through the medical system. Access to these 
datasets is heavily restricted as they are classified as 
confidential and sensitive. They have huge analytical 
potential, both in terms of clinical and operational 
applications. 

This is particularly relevant now in light of the COVID-19 
pandemic. For example, this data could be used to 
scrutinise the way the virus is transmitted, how it 
progresses, and analyse which treatment options are most 
e�ective. The use of private-synthetic data could ensure 
that this data is utilised to understand the virus more 
deeply, whilst protecting the privacy of the individual. For 
example, they could be used to model the impacts of 
di�erent treatment pathways to provide more personalised 
care, and highlight good and bad practice. Or they could 
be used to predict patients who are at an elevated risk of 
reinfection and readmission.

Expatriate Resident Identity (GDRFA). 

This dataset contains information about expatriates in 
Dubai, including their date of birth, education history and 
current profession. Access is restricted as the dataset has 
been classified as sensitive. The information can be used to 
build a rich profile of the supply and demand for skills that 
underpin Dubai’s economic growth. It would also fuel 
analysis that can help policymakers ensure that they have 
the skills available to deliver on Dubai’s economic future.

Taxi Pick-Up Drop-Off Locations.

This dataset contains time-stamped, geocoded taxi pick up 
and drop o�s across Dubai. It is currently classified as 
confidential, which substantially limits access. This dataset 
could be used to model the flow of people and tra�c 
around the city, measuring the impacts of changes like a 
new development, a new road or some roadworks. It could 
also be used to better understand and measure the impact 
of the large-scale events that are a key part of Dubai’s 
economic strategy.

This dataset contains aggregated counts of Du subscribers 
per demographic mix. Access is restricted as it is classified 
as sensitive. Like the taxi pick-up and drop-o� location 
data, this data could be used to model the flow of people 
around the city. This would allow for similar benefits to be 
experienced as previously mentioned, but also allow for 
proactive crowd management. As the city holds a large 
number of events, this information could be particularly 
useful for event planners and law enforcement agencies. 

Telecommunications 'People 
Movement' Data.



| Governance Implications
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Synthetic data raises complex governance challenges. Dissemination and use of synthetic data has to be coherent with 
our wider data governance and standards, which operate around the principle of safe, easy, fair - and ultimately trusted - 
data exchange. Standards for the production, use and labelling of synthetic data will need to be established. The current 
data classification system (open, shared, sensitive and secret data) will likely need to be amended to take account of the 
fact that data from the latter three categories will have undergone transformation and are now made open, or at least 
more shareable in synthetic form.  

Elsewhere in this report, we set out examples of mainly private sector uses of synthetic data. It must be acknowledged 
though that we are still in the early stages of applying synthetic data in public sector data management practices. This 
counts double if we are considering making synthetic data available for open usage across a data ecosystem – for 
example, in a synthetic and open Dubai Pulse.  

The trade-o� between privacy and utility of the data, and how this could be treated di�erently across use cases, will 
almost certainly present an early challenge. In some instances, it may be acceptable to accept a lower level of privacy 
protection, whilst in others, the probability of re-identifying personal or commercially sensitive data attributes needs to 
be zero. In all cases, tightly defined use and re-use is a prerogative.  

These factors mean that a standard that guides decisions about when to use synthetic data, and subsequently how to do 
so responsibly in particular types of use cases, will be needed. This is itself will involve experimentation in an initial 
technology and governance sandboxing period.  

Depending on the outcomes of this type of exercise, we will consider - as we have done for other data types - a trust 
mark that can be applied to public and private sector synthetic data to encourage usage. Finally, we will consider how 
this type of activity would interact with other governance of, for example, artificial intelligence systems that use them as 
the basis for decisions.  
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The impact of private-synthetic data on
data privacy

The technologies at the core of Dubai Digital Authority’s 
long-term goals require huge quantities of data. This is 
consistent with the exponential increase in data 
production across the world. According to the World 
Economic Forum, humans are on-course to produce 44 
zettabytes of data by 2020, after accumulating just 4.4 
zettabytes (4.4 billion terabytes) of data up to 2013 [World 
Economic Forum, 2019].

As the collection of data has grown, so too has awareness 
of the challenges in, and importance of, data privacy. 
Keeping data secure today is a hard problem: there is 
simply more to be lost, stolen, misused or otherwise 
disclosed. This causes individual harms for citizens and can 
severely impact organisations: the total cost of a data 
breach for companies is estimated at $3.92 million [IBM, 
2019] .

This is not a problem that is going away any time soon. In 
the first six months of 2019, 3,800 publicly disclosed 

This section will cover:

Why data privacy has emerged as a key challenge for governments across the world. 

The privacy preserving techniques that have typically been used.

The emergence of synthetic data, and in particular private-synthetic data created using differential privacy, as a viable solution 
to both enable data-driven innovation and protect privacy.

The emergence of data privacy

breaches were reported globally, with an estimated 4.1 
billion records compromised [Risk Based Security, 2019]. 

This in turn poses a challenge for governments: how to 
regulate in a balanced way that encourages innovation, 
whilst also protecting individuals against the harms 
created by data breaches. Data protection legislation 
currently in place often sets out high standards that 
organisations need to meet when handling confidential or 
sensitive data (e.g. European General Data Protection 
Regulation, California Consumer Privacy Act, Dubai 
International Financial Centre Data Protection Law). These 
strict restrictions on the handling of personally identifiable 
information comes at a price of making useful datasets 
available more widely for machine learning applications. 

This work seeks to address this challenge; focusing on 
what both private and public organisations can do to 
navigate this privacy / utility trade-o� e�ectively. 
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A multitude of approaches have traditionally been used to uphold data privacy standards. These have focused on the use of 
anonymisation techniques to change identifiers [UK Data Service, 2019], such as:

Traditional privacy preserving techniques

This cost includes all core-process related activities that drive a range of expenditures associated with an organisation’s data breach detection, response, containment and remediation. 

Removal
the removal of direct identifiers from datasets (e.g. removal or replacement of citizen names). 

Substitution
the replacement or overwriting of original data points with random values (e.g. substitution of names with a 
random collection of 16 characters).

Masking
substitution of field characters with a ‘mask’ character (e.g. part replacement of a 16-digit card number with Xs 
- 2480 XXXX XXXX 2393).

Aggregation / generalisation
grouping of data points into higher-level categories (e.g. year of birth used rather than full date of birth, age 
buckets used instead of specific ages).
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These techniques have been shown to share an important 
limitation - anonymising data for confidentiality reasons 
can reduce the e�cacy and usability of the data for 
analytical purposes. This trade o� can be steep (or severe). 
Anonymisation techniques that are robust enough to 
substantially protect the privacy of individuals in the 
dataset often sacrifice important correlations between the 
data's features, reducing the range of patterns that can 
subsequently be found in the data [Dwork & Roth, 2014, 

Hawes, 2019, Page, Cabot & Nissim, 2018].

To add to this, recent research has shown that when 
following standard de-identification techniques to 
anonymise a dataset, machine learning models are able to 
re-identify individuals in a vast majority of cases. Thus not 
retaining privacy, despite their utility loss [Rocher, 
Hendrickx, & Montjoye, 2019].

Recent developments in the production of synthetic data can provide a superior alternative. Modern techniques from the 
machine learning subfield known as generative modelling enable the creation of highly realistic, but completely synthetic, 
recreations of an original sensitive dataset. 

Synthetic datasets improve on traditional approaches to anonymisation, by preserving underlying statistical patterns in 
the source data, whilst not replicating original data records (see figure 2.1). 

Synthetic data is being increasingly tested throughout the privacy community. Research by the UK’s O�ce for National 
Statistics shows a spectrum of di�erent types of synthetic datasets have increased analytical value, whilst protecting the 
privacy of individuals within the datasets [Bates, Špakulová, Dove & Mealor, 2019]. 

The emergence of synthetic data     

aim to learn the true data distribution of the 
training set, so as to generate new data points with 
some variations

Figure 2.1: A high-level overview of synthetic data generation.

Real
Data

Synthetic
data generator

Synthetic
data

Mathematical
representation

Generative models 
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The gold standard: private synthetic data, created using
differential privacy 

The concept of di�erential privacy builds on these 
developments. Di�erential privacy provides a robust 
mathematical framework for limiting statistical disclosure and 
controlling privacy risk, whilst also enabling high utility for 
data users (see figure 2.2). Its application leads to the 
generation of private-synthetic data.

Di�erential privacy allows users to set a precise level of 
control over privacy and utility that traditional methods are 
unable to match, making it a compelling alternative and the 

gold standard for privacy protection. 

In machine learning, di�erential privacy ensures that no 
individual in the dataset being used has a significant 
identifiable e�ect on the outcome of the machine learning 
process, thus protecting the privacy of individuals in the 
dataset. It has already seen significant adoption in academia, 
some government agencies - including the US Census Bureau 
for the 2020 census – and the top technology companies 
[Page, Cabot & Nissim, 2018 and Garfinkel, 2018]. 

The US Census results are protected using ‘di�erential privacy’, this is applied so that statistics are unable to be traced back to a 
specific respondent. 

The UK’s National Health Service (specifically the East Midlands Imaging Network) have used di�erential privacy to create 
private-synthetic copies of historical patient appointment data; allowing for secure analysis to be performed to assist with 
service optimisation (e.g. predict demand and capacity of breast cancer services) to occur in the future.

Apple uses di�erential privacy to 'gain insight into what Apple users are doing', whilst also helping to preserve the privacy of 
individual users. This allows Apple to learn about the user community, without learning about individuals in the community. 

Google have used di�erential privacy to provide COVID-19 mobility reports: aggregated, anonymised data showing how busy 
certain types of places are. This is designed to provide public health o�cials with information to assist with critical decisions to 
combat COVID-19.

Uber released an open-source tool that provides a new method for companies (and Uber themselves) to gather statistical 
trends about users, whilst retaining their privacy (using di�erential privacy).

Differential privacy in action
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For private and public organisations, this has the potential to allow them to create better, more innovative and personalised 
services for both customers and citizens. It can also provide governments with a mechanism to both protect an individual from 
the harms associated with a data breach, whilst promoting data-driven innovation.

Real
Data

Synthetic
data generator

Synthetic
data

Mathematical
representation

Privacy
guarantee

Figure 2.2: A high-level overview of private-synthetic data generation.
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A detailed, non-technical commentary of our
research and findings

In our research, we sought to test to what extent 
private-synthetic data generated using di�erential privacy 
- the current gold standard for data privacy - both 
preserved privacy, and retained utility (or usability). 
The ultimate aim is to generate a dataset that preserves 
almost all of the utility whilst preserving almost all of the 
privacy. However, in practice there will be a trade-o� 
between these two extremes which is clearest by 
considering the examples at the extremes; 

Just using the real dataset would retain all the utility at 
the cost of sacrificing all of the privacy (i.e. the data 
would contain the raw, sensitive information. This 
would be good for the model, but mean that an individ-
ual’s sensitive information could be disclosed). 

Conversely, creating a synthetic dataset of random 
numbers and fields would preserve all of the privacy at 
the cost of sacrificing all of the utility (i.e. the data 
would not contain any raw, sensitive information. This 
would mean that sensitive information relating to an 
individual would not be disclosed, but a machine learn-
ing model could not be trained using this data as it 
contains no information). 

This section will cover:

The objective of our research.

A discussion of our methodology and results, focused on the application of differential private-synthetic data to Dubai Pulse 
Traffic Accidents dataset.

Our findings, based on the results of the research.

This section is suitable for a Government Data Leaders. Data Science Experts should skip to Sections 5 and 6 for a technical commentary of the 
literature, research and findings.

Our objective

To test these techniques, we used three data sets to train three di�erent models:

Our methodology
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investigate to what extent these 
techniques can be used to 

preserve the most amount of 
utility possible, whilst also 

minimising the privacy risk to 
the greatest extent. 

The objective of this
research is to 

UCI Adult

Data from 1994 US Census. Task is 
to predict whether an individual’s 

income exceeds $50k.

UCI Cover Type

Data from US Geological Survey. 
Task is to predict the type of for-

estry growth at a location.

Dubai Pulse
Traffic Accidents

Subset of data used to create 
binary prediction task of accident 

cause.

The UCI Machine Learning Repository is a collection of databases, domain theories, and data generators that are used by the machine learning community for the empirical analysis of machine learning algorithms.
The archive was created as an ftp archive in 1987 by David Aha and fellow graduate students at UC Irvine.
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For the purpose of this non-technical commentary, we will focus on the results associated with the Dubai Pulse Traffic 
Accidents dataset. 

For our research to have real world relevance, we completed a series of experiments based on the three options (release 
mechanisms) available for a data owner to realise the value of their data, whilst respecting privacy. These are:

1
option

Releasing a model 
trained on the raw, 
sensitive data.

In this case, the trained model is a 
classifier - a model that is trying to 
predict a particular variable / 
column within the data (e.g. 
publicly releasing a model that 
classifies the cause of a tra�c 
accident)

2
option

Releasing a generative 
model (the model that 
generates synthetic 
data), trained on the 
raw, sensitive data.

(e.g. publicly releasing the model 
that can generate synthetic data, 
when trained on the raw police 
accident data)

3
option

Releasing synthetic 
data that models the 
raw, sensitive data

(e.g. publicly releasing synthetic 
copies of the tra�c accident data 
directly to the public)

An individual / organisation 
would be interested in 
Option One when releasing a 
trained classifier to the 
public; for example, if a 
healthcare provider in Dubai 
had built a model that could 
predict if a patient had a 
particular disease they might 
want to make this model 
available to other healthcare 
providers. 

Options Two and Three 
concern a use case where an 
organisation would want to 
make synthetic data widely 
available to other 
organisations:

Option Two would enable an 
organisation to generate as 
much synthetic data as they 
wanted (as they have access 
to the model) as well as 
access the workings of the 
model that generates 
synthetic data. 

Option Three would give an 
organisation a fixed amount 
of synthetic data (as they do 
not have access to the model 
that generates synthetic 
data).
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In order to assess the impact of using di�erentially private-techniques to generate synthetic data, we needed to take each 
of these options and compare both private and non-private approaches. To do this, we essentially train a di�erentially 
private and non-private version of the model associated with each release mechanism, and attempt to attack it to uncover 
private information. The attack method used is a ‘membership inference attack’, which aims to identify which individuals 
were part of a study or analysis.

Our results show that differentially-private training successfully defends all release methods from privacy attacks without 
sacrificing substantial utility. 

Figure 3 displays our results for each experiment carried out using the Dubai Pulse Tra�c Accidents dataset. 

It contains two results for each release method: one lacking any privacy precautions, the other utilising di�erentially-private 
training to preserve the privacy of the original data. 

The results

Classifier trained on raw data

Non-private 52% 71%

Private ˜100% 74%2

Generative model trained on raw data

Non-private 50% 72%

Private 98% 67%

Synthetic data

Non-private 90% 72%

Private ˜100% 67%

Release Mechanism Training Type Privacy Utility (or usefulness)

O
p

ti
o

n 
1

O
p

ti
o

n 
2

O
p

ti
o

n 
 3

Figure 3: Table of results from experiments carried out on the Traffic Accidents dataset, from Dubai Pulse.

Utility is defined as the accuracy of a trained classifier. For 
Option One, this is the classifier being released. For 
Options Two and Three, the classifier is a new model that is 
trained on the synthetic data generated by these two 
options. In all three cases, the classifier is evaluated on 
unseen real data.

Privacy leakage is defined relative to the success rate of a 
machine-learning-based attack that aims to detect whether 
a given individual was present in the original dataset. Such 
an attack will achieve 50% accuracy with random guessing, 
and in this instance we would say that the privacy was 
100%; if the attack accuracy was 100% we would say that 
privacy was 0%.

Our research concludes that private-synthetic data should be considered as a viable solution for organisations to address 
the steep trade-o� between privacy and utility when using sensitive data. These techniques manage to protect sensitive 
information relating to individuals being released, whilst preserving the utility of the dataset. 

Moreover, the ability to precisely control the levels of both privacy and utility, means that the exact trade-o� can be tailored 
to the specific circumstances of the use case. It is therefore natural to consider making private-synthetic copies of any 
sensitive datasets that could be useful for analysis or machine learning.

Our findings

Utility Privacy Leakage

The di�erentially-private classifier actually achieves more utility than its non-private counterpart. This occurred in this particular example because privacy prevents overfitting, to some degree, and the classifier
shown here has overfit. See Section 6.2 for the full behaviour as a function of model fitting.
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A pen portrait of the trade-off in action: patient level readmission-risk model

Let’s take a scenario where we are trying to establish a project to test whether it is possible to build a patient level 
readmission-risk model, using medical records. Medical records contain personally identifiable or sensitive / confidential 
data, and as a result controls that are imposed by information governance are severe. 

If di�erential privacy was used to create private-synthetic data, di�erent levels of utility and privacy preservation could be 
applied depending on who is analysing the data. For example: 

By using di�erential privacy, the exact level of privacy protection o�ered by the private-synthetic dataset could be 
quantified - allowing for information governance teams to make an informed decision before sharing the data with a third 
party. The level of utility preservation would also be quantifiable, allowing for an assessment of how successful the project 
is likely to be.  

Scenario one
internal data team 
If an internal data team was carrying out the analysis, as 
data would not be leaving internal servers it may be 
appropriate for utility to be maximised. Privacy could also 
still be precisely controlled to an acceptable level to satisfy 
information governance requirements. 

Scenario two
external data team
Where the data needed to leave the secure internal 
environment to be analysed by a third party, privacy 
protection would need to be maximised over utility – as the 
risk of the medical records falling into the wrong hands is 
naturally increased. 

We also conclude that: 

Traditional data anonymisation techniques are not always sufficient when handling the trade-o� 
between the two key metrics of utility and privacy. In most cases when they are robust enough to protect 

an individual’s privacy, they are not always useful for downstream data analysis tasks. 

Releasing any form of model to the public that has not been trained in a di�erentially private way, 
exposes information about individuals that the model has seen during training. 

If a model has been trained using differential privacy, then releasing it to the public does not 
prohibitively compromise either the privacy of the dataset or the utility of the model in question. This 
therefore should be done in all cases where a model trained on sensitive data is wished to be released.
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A solution to data privacy concerns is of paramount 
importance, not only to protect the individuals whose data 
is held by data owners, but also more generally as 
businesses and governments start to realise the value held 
within data. Data owners need to be prepared for the 
reality and eventuality of sophisticated attacks against 
either machine learning models or data. These attacks are 
not new: the 1997 re-identification of Governor William 
Weld's medical data from an insurance dataset 
[Barth-Jones, 2012] is a stark and famous case. More 
recently it was shown [Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2008] that 
the political preferences of individuals could be inferred 
from a movie review dataset. They are also surprising in 
their reach: it is now known that the 2010 US Census, 
containing personal information of about 308,745,538 
people, was vulnerable to significant privacy leakage 
[Abowd, 2019].

These risks, with the increase in computing power, are of 
direct concern today to businesses and governments alike. 
They have also long been known about, and over time 
many anonymisation techniques have been created, from 
the removal of sensitive features within a dataset to the 
random shu�ing of values within a particular column for 
tabular data. However, such methods are not necessarily 
private; indeed, in the case of Governor William Weld’s 
medical data this attack was based on a dataset that had 
already been stripped of direct identifiers. As such, it 
remains hard to know which exact steps should be taken 
before the release of a dataset in order to fully preserve 
privacy. 

In particular, we focus in this report on a particular notion 
of privacy leakage called membership inference which, 
given a machine learning model and an individual training 

record, corresponds to determining if the individual in 
question was part of the model’s training dataset or not. 
This particular definition of privacy leakage is more relevant 
than might first appear to be the case. For example, 
knowing that certain individuals took part in a study for 
certain disease types could be used to charge them higher 
health insurance premiums, regardless of whether they 
actually have the disease. More generally, we wish to 
protect against the membership risk a person experiences 
by allowing their data to be part of a dataset used for 
analysis or to train a machine learning model. Inability to 
protect individuals against this risk is likely to provide them 
with strong incentives to not participate in potentially 
useful scientific or other analysis, to the detriment of the 
population as a whole.

Coupling this desire to protect the anonymity of an 
individual who took part in a study or analysis with the 
inherent di�culty in knowing how best to process data for 
release in order to preserve privacy motivates the need for 
a mathematical definition of privacy that provides precise 
statements about the obtained privacy level. In the next 
section we look at a particular definition of privacy, 
di�erential privacy, which directly relates to the 
membership inference problem we wish to mitigate. This 
technique is widely recognised as the gold standard in 
privacy protection and the 2020 United States Census, will 
use di�erential privacy to protect the privacy of the 
individuals whose data is used [Hawes, 2019]. Crucially, 
di�erential privacy allows a data owner to choose the 
trade-o� between privacy and utility depending on their 
circumstances - and to quantify this precisely. A further 
introductory discussion on di�erential privacy can be found 
in Page, Cabot & Nissim [2018]. 

Technical review of current techniques

This section will cover:

A technical review of the various techniques that currently exist within the literature to both exploit the privacy of individuals in 
released data, as well as to defend against privacy attacks.
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Di�erential privacy allows us to learn useful information 
about the population whilst protecting the identify of the 
individuals who made up the dataset from which the 
analysis was conducted. The notion has its foundations in 
concerns around privacy leakage from the collection of 
information for o�cial statistical agencies, such as the 
United States Census, and promises that an individual will 
not be adversely a�ected by allowing their data to be used 
in a study or analysis. Di�erential privacy is the antidote to a 
membership inference attack, which aims to identify which 
individuals were part of a study or analysis – it is on these 

two concepts which we focus our attention in this report. 

Di�erential privacy relies on the introduction of 
randomness, this is essential to conduct privacy-preserving 
data analysis [Dwork & Roth, 2014] . This idea of injecting 
randomness into the data collection process is not new and 
has been used commonly in the social sciences to collect 
information on individuals who may wish to deny a 
particular trait or behaviour. 

The mathematical definition of di�erential privacy we use is 

Data privacy and anonymization

Differential privacy

* This section is suitable for Data Science Experts. City Data Leaders should return to Section 4 for a non-technical commentary of the research and findings
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called (ϵ,δ)-di�erential privacy, defined as follows.

Definition: (ϵ,δ)-differential privacy

Given datasets D and D' that differ by a single record, a mechanismMpreserves 
(ϵ,δ)-differential privacy if:

Pr[M(D) ∈S] ≤exp(ϵ) ×Pr[M(D') ∈S] +δ 

for all subsets S in the range of M where ϵ is the privacy 
budget and δ is the failure probability. 
    
In words, this means that, if two datasets di�er only by the 
presence of a single individual, then the mechanism M – for 
us, a machine learning model trained on either dataset – is 
statistically likely to yield similar predictions. The level of 
similarity is determined by ϵ and δ; the smaller these 
quantities are, the more privacy is preserved. This notion is 
reassuring, because it means that no individual in the 
dataset has a significant identifiable e�ect on the outcome 
of the machine learning process – the process thus respects 
the privacy of individuals in the dataset.

Di�erential privacy o�ers mathematically precise 
guarantees, independent of an adversary’s computational 
power or access to additional information. However, the 
values of ϵ that perfectly and reliably protect against all 
future attacks are outside of present methods [Abadi et at., 
2016]. In fact, it is shown in Theorem 1 from Yeom, 

Giacomelli, Fredrikson & Jhathat [2017] that unless ϵ is 
below log(2), the possibility that an adversary could 
perform perfect membership inference cannot be ruled out. 
Consequently, the theoretical guarantees o�ered by 
di�erential privacy are not active in most present 
applications [Jayaraman & Evans, 2019]. Nonetheless, 
values of ϵ far above log(2) are empirically known to 
provide practical benefits in defending machine learning 
models against privacy attacks [Carlini, Liu, Erlingsson, Kos 
& Song, 2018]. Assessing the practical privacy benefits from 
di�erential privacy against a range of attacks will be the 
main focus of Section 6 below. 

This is of direct importance in machine learning, whereby 
an adversary to a machine learning model is able to obtain 
the model’s predictions for particular individuals and 
thereby attempt to infer whether those individuals were 
part of the model’s training data. We now turn our 
attention to such attacks against machine learning models, 
with a particular focus on membership inference.

We now review two of the main ways of attacking machine learning models, recalling that the focus of this paper is on the 
first approach, membership inference, which we discuss in Section 5.3.1. We then briefly discuss reconstruction attacks and 
model inversion in Section 5.3.2.

Chapters 1 & 2

| Membership inference attacks on classifiers

As discussed in Section 5.1, protecting individuals against membership inference attacks is an important problem with 
wide-ranging implications for all data analysis and is particularly relevant for machine learning models, which must use 
training data in order to learn. We now provide an overview of how membership inference attacks against machine 
learning models can be carried out.

We will assume that the machine learning model being attacked is trained to predict a certain categorical target feature in 
the dataset. Given a row of data, such a model will output probabilities for each possible class of the target, thus giving its 
estimation of the likelihood that this row belongs to a given class. The essence of this attack is to use these probabilities to 
tell the di�erence between examples the model was trained on from examples that were not part of the training set. It is 
expected that models are more confident about making predictions for data points seen during training than for those 
that were not.

Our membership inference attacks for classifiers are based on previous influential work in this area [Shokri, Stronati, Song 
& Shmatikov, 2017]. As one of the most sophisticated attack methodologies currently available, membership inference 

Attacking machine learning models
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attacks have been described as a natural metric to use to evaluate the privacy leakage of di�erentially-private algorithms 
[Jayaraman & Evans, 2019]. Below we provide a summary of the main idea, assumptions and steps involved in a membership 
inference attack on a classifier.

Using a portion of the public data, train a series of shadow models that mimic the architecture and training routine of 
the sensitive model.

Query each shadow model on public data in its training set, as well as on public data unseen during training, to obtain 
the shadow model’s predicted probabilities. Label the former as positive examples and the latter as negative examples. 
This creates a dataset of shadow-model outputs labelled according to training-set-membership.

Use this labelled dataset to train an attack model for the binary classification task of predicting whether a data point 
was seen by a shadow model during training, based on the shadow model’s output on that data.

Deploy this attack model against the sensitive model. That is, obtain the sensitive model’s outputs on its private training 
data, as well as on some other held-out data. The attack model will be able to identify members of the private training 
data, to some level of accuracy.

|

|

|

|

Main Attack Idea
Machine learning models are more confident when predicting on examples that were 
seen during training time than on examples that were not part of the training data – 

this is particularly true if the model is at all overfit.

Key attack assumptions

Ability to query private 
model for its prediction 

over classes for any given 
data point.

The structure and training 
routine for the private 

model is assumed to be 
known, but the weights 

are not.

Access to public data that 
is similar to the private 

data. 

Key attack steps 
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| Reconstruction attacks and model inversion

Figure 5.1: an example of a model inversion attack on a facial recognition system. The attacker is only assumed to have access to the individual’s name and the output score 
from the model. Left: reconstructed image, right: original image. Source: Figure 1 from Fredrikson et al., [2015].

Many machine learning models are trained using a gradient-based optimisation algorithm, and this is almost universally true 
for modern deep-learning models. In Section 5.4.1 we will briefly introduce the concept of stochastic gradient descent (SGD), 
a common form of gradient-based optimisation. We will then explain a di�erentially-private version of SGD,  di�erentially-pri-
vate stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD).

| Stochastic gradient descent

In order to train a modern deep-learning model the loss function of the model must be di�erentiable with respect to all 
of the model’s parameters. This di�erentiation, which is done automatically by deep-learning libraries, measures the 
degree to which each model parameter a�ects the model’s loss. Given the goal of optimising the model’s parameters to 
minimise the loss function, SGD uses this gradient information to update the model’s parameters in the direction that 
reduces its loss. This procedure is repeated iteratively throughout the training of the model, until there is suitable 
convergence to a minimum of the loss landscape, corresponding to good performance on the task at hand. This is 
depicted in Figure 5.2 (left).

Another type of privacy attack is a reconstruction attack. In a reconstruction attack an adversary attempts to use published 
statistical data, which can often be in the form of summary statistics, in order to reconstruct the original data used to conduct the 
survey or analysis. The attack is performed by finding the set of data that is most consistent with the published statistical 
information. 

Further, it is known by The Fundamental Law of Information Recovery that “overly accurate” estimates of “too many” statistics 
completely destroys privacy [Dwork & Rothblum, 2016] - the implication of this being that there is an inherent trade-o� between 
preserving privacy and publishing accurate information. 

Di�erential privacy can provide protection against reconstruction attacks and as mentioned above, the next United States Census 
in 2020 will use di�erential privacy to both protect the individuals who participate but also, crucially, to quantify precisely the 
privacy risk.

A specific type of reconstruction attack is model inversion [Fredrikson, Jha & Ristenpart, 2015]. In a model inversion attack an 
adversary is often assumed to have access to the private model and, in certain cases, some additional information relating to the 
individuals in the dataset [Veale, Binns & Edwards, 2018] which overlaps with the original training data. By piecing together this 
additional information, or “linking” it, to the original data and taking advantage of access to the model, an attacker can recover 
certain variables containing sensitive information about individuals. Some of these examples are striking, as seen in Figure 5.1.

Defending machine learning models
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| Differentially private stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD)

In DP-SGD, the optimiser used for training the deep-learning model is replaced with a di�erentially-private variant. 

In di�erentially-private variants of optimization, carefully parameterised noise and gradient clipping is performed in 
order to train the network to a calculable level of (ϵ,δ)-di�erential privacy. The precise ϵ value obtained for the final 
model corresponds to a mathematical statement about the privacy of the model – such mathematical statements are 
discussed above in Section 5.2. 

Steps 2 and 3, can be further explained as follows: we bound our sensitivity to the gradients by clipping them to a known 
maximum value – this is analogous to trusting the direction of the gradient, but limiting the influence any single 
example’s gradient can have on our model’s parameters. This bounding of the gradients is crucial to prevent privacy 
leakage about individuals. Once we have bounded how much a given example can influence the model’s parameters we 
then add noise to gradients in order to randomise the optimisation procedure such that it becomes statistically 
impossible to know if a particular example was in the training data or not. The fact we can choose how much noise is 
added at each update step is what allows us to both control and calculate the privacy leakage, expressed as the ϵ value.

1 For each example, compute the gradients with respect to the model’s parameters.

2 For each example, clip the gradients to a known maximum Euclidean norm.

3 Add random noise to these clipped gradients.

4 Apply the usual update step to the model’s parameters.

We can describe DP-SGD’s key modifications to SGD as follows:

Non-private training [SGD] Private training [DP-SGD]

Noisy anonymisation

Figure 5.2: Difference in optimisation paths across the loss landscape for non-private and private training. Applying noise to gradient steps results in more stochasticity in the 
path taken, thus preserving anonymity of the individuals in the training data. 
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The particular implementation of DP-SGD we use is from the Tensorflow Privacy library and can be applied to any 
deep-learning model.

Other methods of private machine learning are also gaining traction in the literature; for example, PATE [Papernot & 
Song, 2018] has yielded promising privacy-utility trade-o�s. Since PATE is tailor-made for classification tasks, we do not 
consider it here, where our main focus will be on producing general-purpose private-synthetic data.

So far we have made several references to synthetic data without explaining the types of models that can produce such data. 
In this section we talk about a particular type of generative model called a variational autoencoder (VAE) which is a 
state-of-the-art method for generating synthetic data. Before we explain what a VAE is we will briefly explain what an autoen-
coder is. 

An autoencoder is two neural networks joined together by a “bottleneck” layer, typically of much lower dimensionality than 
the original data. The first neural network is often called an encoder and tries to learn a representation for a dataset such that 
the second neural network, called the decoder, can decode the compressed representation back to be as close as possible to 
the original input data. The smaller the bottleneck we enforce upon the autoencoder, the more “lossy” the reconstructed data 
from the decoder will be. Whilst useful for many tasks, including dimensionality reduction, autoencoders are not generative 
models and cannot be used to create synthetic data.

VAEs are also composed of two neural networks, joined together by a bottleneck layer that achieves a task similar to the au-
toencoder, with one major di�erence. VAEs are probabilistic models that learn a compressed representation of the data in the 
form of a probability distribution. It is this di�erence that allows us to use the VAE to generate synthetic data that is probabi-
listically distributed similarly to the original data. 

As alluded to in Section 5.4.2, any deep-learning model can be trained using DP-SGD to create a di�erentially-private version 
of it. We’ll call a VAE trained with DP-SGD a DP-VAE, and this is supported by recent research [Chen et al., 2018]. However, 
Chen et al. [2018] limit their use of DP-VAEs, treating them as merely an intermediate step towards training a private classifier. 
In contrast, we are interested in using the VAE (or its synthetic data) as a general-purpose tool – this release method is dis-
cussed at length in Section 6 and forms a core part of the research we have conducted. 

Figure 5.3: Structure of a VAE. Synthetic data resembling real data can be generated by drawing compressed representations from the sampling distribution, then feeding the 
samples through the decoder.
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Encoding Compressed
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Dencoding

Ouput

Synthetic data and generative modelling with VAEs
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In this section we provide an overview of the experimental approach 
we followed in order to assess the relationship between utility and 
privacy for di�erent data release mechanisms. 

We frame the problem from the perspective of a data owner in a 
business setting. The data owner may be an internal stakeholder with 
access to sensitive information and in a position to decide on what is 
released – this could be internally within the company, externally with a 
3rd party, or less commonly, publicly.

Technical commentary of our 
approach and results

This section will cover:

A technical commentary of our 
approach, including models used. 

Details of the results obtained for all 
three release methods.

We aim to fulfill three main criteria when choosing a preferred
release mechanism:

UTILITY

GENERALITY

PRIVACY

PRIVACY

Information about individuals in the original data should be minimised in 
any release. We focus on membership inference (see Section 5.3) as the 
primary criterion by which we judge privacy. 

UTILITY

The release should achieve maximum performance, subject to this 
privacy constraint.

GENERALITY

We seek an approach that makes minimal assumptions about the 
intended use of the data, in order to maximise the potential for 
extracting future value.

Section overview

Viewed from this angle, the data owner broadly has four options to realise the value of their data:

1 2 3 4

Releasing the 
raw, sensitive 
data.

Releasing a 
classifier 
trained on the 
raw, sensitive 
data.

Releasing a 
generative 
model trained 
on the raw, 
sensitive data.

Releasing 
synthetic data 
that models 
the raw, 
sensitive data.
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While releasing the raw, sensitive data straightaway (“release method 1”) retains perfect utility and generality, this release 
mechanism forgos all privacy. As such, this approach is typically accompanied by security protocols, such as restricting the 
type of user who can access the data. However, any failure to respect these protocols that results in data falling into the 
wrong hands compromises the privacy of all individuals in the dataset. Thus, in contexts where preserving privacy is of 
chief importance, release method 1 is not viable, and we will not consider it further. 

We will study the privacy, utility, and generality of release methods in Sections 6.3 – 6.5. The expositions will follow a 
pattern laying out: (i) a discussion of the release method, (ii) a description of how machine-learning techniques can be used 
to extract private information from the release, and (iii) our recommended approach for defending the release method 
against privacy attacks, including experimental demonstrations of its e�ectiveness. In Section 6.5, we will discuss additional 
metrics to assess the privacy of synthetic data. 

Figure 6.1: Overview of release methods and relation to section structure. For each release method we highlight the entry point of attack and also highlight that we can defend 
the model with private training.

| Release method

Releasing a classifier trained on a dataset is a way of ensuring utility can be extracted from the data and immediate 
disclosure of the privacy of the users in the training data is not released. However, as we discussed in Section 5.3 above, this 
method can still leak the privacy of individuals in the classifier’s training data, unless deliberate emphasis is placed on 
security during training, e.g. by using di�erentially-private training.

Furthermore, training a classifier is a narrow, task-specific, approach to data release that assumes the data owner knows the 
specific downstream task for which the data will be employed. This is rarely the case. Furthermore, this release method 
precludes the downstream combination of multiple datasets for use in more complicated tasks or as part of sophisticated 
data pipelines. For these reasons, this approach rates low in generality and is not our recommended method-of-choice in 
most circumstances.

| Attack method

We performed privacy attacks against this release method following the framework from Shokri et al. [2017] as detailed 
in Section 5.3.1. Such membership inference attacks exploit the fact that machine-learning models often make more 
confident predictions (assigning higher probability to the correctness of the model prediction) on data seen during 
training than on as-yet-unseen data. These attacks learn to recognise individuals from the classifier’s training data based 
on this fingerprint.

Defend

Attack
Section 4.4

Attack
Section 4.4

Attack
Section 4.4

Defend

Train classifier

Train VAE

Release classifier

Release VAE

Generate
synthetic

data

Release
synthetic

data

Sensitive
Data

Releasing a classifier trained on sensitive data
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Figure 6.2: Privacy-utility curves for classifier attacks on 3 different datasets. Clockwise from top-left: Adult, Cover Type & Traffic Accidents.

| Defence method and results

In order to defend a classifier against privacy attacks upon release, it should be trained using di�erentially-private 
stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD, Section 4.2). This technique anonymises gradients during training by clipping their 
magnitudes and adding noise, the severity of which is determined on a dataset-by-dataset basis to optimise a 
privacy-utility trade-o�. The training procedure of the classifier can be otherwise left unchanged.

Each point in Figure 6.2 represents a di�erent classifier 
trained for a di�erent number of gradient steps. The 
horizontal axis measures each classifier’s accuracy upon 
release, evaluated on a held-out test-set of data. Dotted 
lines are present to demarcate baseline and optimal 
classifier-performance on each dataset . The vertical 
axis portrays the vulnerability of each classifier to priva-
cy attacks upon release. This vulnerability is computed 
as the accuracy of the attack method in Section 6.2.2, 
where 50% accuracy is the safe baseline at which the 
attacker cannot predict whether an individual belongs 
to the classifier’s training data better than a random 
guess.

In Figure 6.2, we show an analysis of this release method in the privacy-utility plane for three datasets:

UCI Adult

Data from 1994 US Census. Task is 
to predict whether an individual’s 

income exceeds $50k.

UCI Cover Type

Data from US Geological Survey. 
Task is to predict type of forestry 

growth at a location.

Dubai Pulse
Traffic Accidents

Subset of data used to create 
binary prediction task of accident 

cause.
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Red points in the figure correspond to classifiers trained without di�erential privacy. One can see a trend repeated across 
datasets: as training proceeds, these classifiers progress from baseline performance towards optimal performance but 
become vulnerable to privacy attacks soon after, as they progressively overfit to their training data. Whilst it is clear from 
the figure that overfitting introduces vulnerability to privacy attacks, it is not clear that one could reliably stop training 
before any privacy leakage has occurred. On the Cover Type dataset, significant privacy is leaked even without substantial 
decrease in utility, i.e. without the usual warning signs of overfitting.

Green points in the figure denote classifiers trained using DP-SGD to defend against privacy attacks. Across datasets, as 
the amount of training increases, these classifiers progress from baseline performance to optimal performance without 
becoming vulnerable to the attack. Empirically, this result continues to hold even after training continues for 10 times the 
number of epochs needed to reach optimal performance – a reassuring result that justifies our choice to use DP-SGD to 
preserve privacy during training. 

Though we do not explicitly plot these results in Figure 6.2, we ran experiments for these two paradigms as well and found 
results that were qualitatively indistinguishable from the green points in Figure 6.2, making these paradigms viable 
solutions to this problem as well. 

  A naive classifier is one which always predicts the majority class. An optimal classifier is approximately the highest accuracy attainable for the given subset of data.

Before concluding, we 
briefly mention that we 
have discussed two 
approaches to releasing 
a classifier:

non-privately training 
the classifier on 
sensitive data

privately training the 
classifier on sensitive 
data using DP-SGD.

With the availability of 
synthetic data (discussed 

in Section 6.4 below) a 
couple other paradigms 
for releasing a classifier 

exist besides the two 
we’ve discussed:

training the classifier 
on non-private 
synthetic data

training the classifier 
on private-synthetic 

data.

| Release method

Releasing a generative model, such as a VAE, would allow users to generate arbitrary amounts of synthetic data from the 
same underlying data distribution as the original sensitive data. This is a more general approach than the release of a 
classifier that has been trained for a single specific predictive task. 

As for the classifier above, we will show that a VAE can also be vulnerable to privacy attacks if precautions, such as 
di�erentially private training, are not deliberately invoked. Sensitive information about individuals in the VAE’s training data 
can be exposed if, for example, the VAE leaks into the public domain or is made available via a public API. In the former 
case one could imagine an attack scenario where a determined adversary manages to break into a network-connected 
server where a VAE has been stored. 

Releasing a generative model trained on sensitive data
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| Attack method

Similar to any machine learning technique that involves training an algorithm using data, a VAE is potentially vulnerable to 
membership inference attacks. This is because the synthetic data that a VAE produces may be more likely to resemble the 
original data that was used for training. If this is true, then generated synthetic data could contain subtle “fingerprints” that 
can be exploited by an adversarial attack to determine whether an individual was present in the training data. The resulting 
privacy risk would potentially allow for an individual with sensitive attributes to be publicly identified. 

The approach we take to stress-test a VAE is original to this work – it is similar in spirit to privacy attacks against classifiers 
and rests on an analogous insight. Given access to a VAE, we can evaluate the VAE on a given datapoint to obtain an 
estimate of its Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) – the objective function the VAE was trained to maximised. If the ELBO is 
understood as the "likelihood" of that particular datapoint, then we might expect the VAE will find its own training data to 
be more "likely" than other as-yet-unseen data. We thus train an attack model to identify individuals in the training data 
based on this fingerprint.

Below we detail the main idea, key assumptions, and general procedure involved in our membership inference attack 
against a VAE. As far as we are aware, this technique is unique to this work.

Main Attack Idea
Higher values of the ELBO are more indicative of examples that were seen during 

training than examples that were not part of the training data – this is particularly true 
if the model is overfit in any way.

Key attack assumptions

Ability to query private 
VAE model for its ELBO 
value for any given data 

point.

The structure and training 
routine (but not the 

weights) for the private 
VAE model are known.

Access to public data that 
is distributed similarly to 

the private data.
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Key attack steps 

Using public data, train a shadow VAE that mimics the training routine of the private VAE.

Query each shadow VAE on its (public) training data, as well as on as-yet-unseen data, to obtain a distribution of 
ELBOs. Label the former as positive examples and the latter as negative examples. This creates a labelled dataset.

Use this labelled dataset to train an attack model for the binary classification task of learning whether an example was 
seen by a VAE during training.

To perform the attack, pass a data point through the private VAE to obtain its ELBO. Then pass the ELBO through the 
attack model in order to predict whether the individual was a member of the private VAE’s training data.

|

|

|

|

| Defence method and results

Similar to any machine learning technique that involves training an algorithm using data, a VAE is potentially vulnerable to 
membership inference attacks. This is because the synthetic data that a VAE produces may be more likely to resemble the 
original data that was used for training. If this is true, then generated synthetic data could contain subtle “fingerprints” that 
can be exploited by an adversarial attack to determine whether an individual was present in the training data. The resulting 
privacy risk would potentially allow for an individual with sensitive attributes to be publicly identified. 

The approach we take to stress-test a VAE is original to this work – it is similar in spirit to privacy attacks against classifiers 
and rests on an analogous insight. Given access to a VAE, we can evaluate the VAE on a given data point to obtain an 
estimate of its Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) – the objective function the VAE was trained to maximised. If the ELBO is 
understood as the "likelihood" of that particular data point, then we might expect the VAE will find its own training data to 
be more "likely" than other as-yet-unseen data. We thus train an attack model to identify individuals in the training data 
based on this fingerprint.

Below we detail the main idea, key assumptions, and general procedure involved in our membership inference attack 
against a VAE. As far as we are aware, this technique is unique to this work.

Figure 6.3: Privacy-utility curves for VAE attacks on 3 different datasets. Clockwise from top-left: Adult, Cover Type & Traffic Accidents.

In order to defend a VAE against privacy attacks upon 
release, it should be trained using DP-SGD. Besides 
introducing gradient-clipping and added noise, this 
technique allows training to otherwise proceed unchanged.

In Figure 6.3, we show an analysis of this release method in 
the privacy-utility plane, again for three datasets. Each 
point in the figure represents a VAE trained for a di�erent 
number of gradient steps. The horizontal axis denotes each 
VAE’s utility, measured by training a classifier optimally on 
the VAE’s synthetic data and computing its accuracy on 
real unseen data.
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Red points in the figure correspond to VAEs trained without di�erential privacy. One can see a trend, familiar from Figure 
6.2: throughout training the utility of the VAE increases from baseline performance towards optimal performance, but its 
vulnerability to attack steadily increases as well.

Green points in the figure denote VAEs trained using DP-SGD to defend against privacy attacks. Across datasets, the 
DP-VAE increases its utility throughout training without developing any significant vulnerability to privacy attacks.

It should be noted that the VAEs and DP-VAEs in Figure 6.3 do not quite achieve the level of utility obtained by the 
classifiers in Figure 6.2. This is because generative modelling is an approach to modelling data that can be used for any 
number of downstream applications. Generative models will thus not perform quite as well as the classifiers of Section 6.2 
that were precisely fit to perform optimally on a single defined task. Nevertheless, the generality of a VAE-based approach 
is strongly desired for most conceivable applications.

| Release method

The release of synthetic data broadly serves the same purpose as releasing the VAE. It is a general solution and, if of high 
fidelity, permits similar utility to using the original sensitive data. We will show that the release of privately-generated 
synthetic data is amongst the safest of release options. This makes intuitive sense, as the synthetic data is the result of a 
limited number of samples from the VAE, whereas direct access to the VAE allows the generation of potentially unlimited 
amounts of data with which to strengthen an attack.

| Attack method

We have devised privacy attacks directly against synthetic data, original to this work as well. The assumption here is 
that, instead of leaking the VAE itself into the public domain, only its generated synthetic data set is exposed. 

The reasoning behind our synthetic-data attack is as follows. We would like to repeat the attack described in Section 
6.3.2, but by assumption we lack access to the VAE we would like to attack. Instead we have access to the synthetic 
dataset that the VAE generated. The key idea is that, if the VAE’s synthetic data violates the privacy of the data it was 
trained on (in the worst case the synthetic data will strongly resemble the private sensitive data) then the synthetic data 
can be used to train a surrogate VAE to stand in for the unreleased VAE.

So to attack synthetic data directly, we train a surrogate VAE on the synthetic data. After su�cient training, the 
surrogate VAE will resemble the unreleased VAE that was used to generate the synthetic data. Then we can substitute 
the surrogate VAE in for the VAE in the attack method of Section 6.3.2, leaving the procedure otherwise unchanged.

If the released synthetic data has leaked any private information about the sensitive training data, then we can expect 
the surrogate VAE to capture this.

| Defence method and results

In order to defend synthetic data against privacy attacks upon release, it should be generated using a di�erentially 
private VAE, as described in Section 6.3. Both practically and theoretically, private-synthetic data is even more robustly 
private than the DP-VAE from which it was generated. This is because the private-synthetic data set is the result of a 
limited number of draws from the DP-VAE. On the other hand, if the DP-VAE itself is released, an e�ectively infinite set 
of synthetic can be sampled from it to strengthen any subsequent attack.

In Figure 6.4, we show an analysis of this release method in the privacy-utility plane, once again for three datasets. Each 
point in the figure represents a di�erent set of synthetic data, each generated from a VAE trained for a di�erent number 
of gradient steps. The horizontal axis denotes each synthetic dataset’s utility, measured by training a classifier optimally 
on the synthetic data and computing its accuracy on real unseen data. The vertical axis displays the vulnerability of each 

Releasing synthetic data that models sensitive data



Using a portion of the public data, train a series of shadow models that mimic the architecture and training routine of 
the sensitive model.

Query each shadow model on public data in its training set, as well as on public data unseen during training, to obtain 
the shadow model’s predicted probabilities. Label the former as positive examples and the latter as negative examples. 
This creates a dataset of shadow-model outputs labelled according to training-set-membership.

Use this labelled dataset to train an attack model for the binary classification task of predicting whether a data point 
was seen by a shadow model during training, based on the shadow model’s output on that data.

Deploy this attack model against the sensitive model. That is, obtain the sensitive model’s outputs on its private training 
data, as well as on some other held-out data. The attack model will be able to identify members of the private training 
data, to some level of accuracy.
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synthetic dataset to the privacy attack just described in Section 6.4.2.

Red points in Figure 6.4 correspond to synthetic datasets generated by non-privately trained VAEs, while green points 
symbolise synthetic data generated by DP-VAEs trained securely using DP-SGD.

In contrast to the findings of Sections 4.3 and 4.4 above, we see here that even non-di�erentially private-synthetic data 
is relatively resistant to privacy attacks. This is an important result that suggests releasing synthetic data is inherently 
more privacy-preserving than releasing a classifier or VAE trained on the data. 

That said, across two of the three datasets, some level of vulnerability exists in the non-private synthetic data. It is thus 
an important result that the private-synthetic data prevents successful membership inference by the attacker.

Based on the results of Sections 4.5 – 4.3 and the underlying theory, we are in a position to suggest an ordering of 
release methods in terms of how well they preserve privacy. We have studied three release mechanisms with 
acceptable privacy-utility trade-offs, ranked from most to least privacy preserving:

As discussed above and validated by our results, we find releasing synthetic data to be safer than releasing the VAE that 
created it. Similarly, we expect releasing private-synthetic data from a DP-VAE to be safer than releasing a 
di�erentially-private classifier or DP-VAE. Perhaps the most intriguing of our results is how resistant to attack the 
non-private synthetic data was found to be. This is a promising result that suggests the use of non-private synthetic 
data, in place of real data, as a minimal step towards privacy that would perhaps be adequate in lower stakes situations, 
such as internal use.

The above discussion alludes to an important point that is worth expressing explicitly: the privacy attacks we have 
implemented are based on current state-of-the-art techniques or variants that we ourselves have designed. As such, 

Releasing private-synthetic data sampled 
from a DP-VAE.

Releasing a model (classifier or VAE) 
trained via DP-SGD.

Releasing synthetic data from a VAE.

Figure 6.4: Privacy-utility curves for synthetic data attacks on 3 datasets. Clockwise from top-left: Adult, Cover Type & Traffic Accidents.
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though they represent examples of sophisticated attacks, protection against them does not imply protection against all 
future attacks. Such a theoretical guarantee can only be given by specific implementations of di�erentially private 
training and is discussed in Section 5.2.

| Other synthetic data generation techniques

As mentioned in Section 5.1, techniques for anonymising data have existed for some time, and are often referred to as 
Statistical Disclosure Limitation techniques. Some of these techniques can be thought of as a crude way of generating 
synthetic data, and we now detail how data generated by one family of these techniques compares to those of Section 6.4.

The basic idea is that a certain fixed percentage of each feature is randomly shu�ed in the dataset. This shu�ing is 
conducted independently for each feature, so any given individual in the dataset may have certain features anonymised 
while others are kept at their true values.

We experiment with this method for a range of di�erent shu�ing percentages (5, 10, 20, 50, 100); at 100% vanishingly few 
rows in the dataset will contain two features that actually relate to the same individual. We will compare the di�erent 
shu�ed datasets this procedure results in to those from the VAE-based methods of Section 6.4.

| Alternative privacy metrics

The most basic requirement a private version of a sensitive dataset can satisfy is minimising the number of rows of the real 
dataset that are contained in the private version. This may sound like a trivial requirement, but for datasets containing only 
low-cardinality categorical features, one would expect even randomly generated datasets to contain rows that correspond to 
real people.

For the three datasets we considered, both VAE-based methods of Section 6.4 prevent any real data point appearing in the 
synthetic data they generate. The same is true with feature shu�ing at 100%. However, even a 50% shu�ing can leak a small 
amount of real data points into the synthetic data, and lower percentages leak a significant amount of real data.

Whilst this metric is very intuitive, the above shows that it is a bit coarse. A more refined metric to consider is the distances of 
points in the real dataset to their nearest neighbours in the synthetic dataset. (The “counting leaked records” metric just 
described could be thought of as setting this distance to zero when nearest neighbours are identical and to one if they are 
distinct.) To implement this more refined metric in practice, we need to compute distances between data points in cases 
where some features are continuous and others are categorical. We do this using the Gower distance, based on work in Gower 
[1979]; it takes values between 0 and 1 where the former indicates the points are equal and the latter that they are as far apart 
as possible. We get a distance for each real data point by taking the distance to its closest (in Gower distance) synthetic data 
point. We then take the median value of all these distances to get a metric describing the whole synthetic dataset.

| Comparison of techniques

We now compare the shu�ing technique outlined in Section 6.5.1 to the VAE-based methods of 4.5, using this Gower 
distance. To measure utility, as usual we train a classifier on the synthetic data and test its accuracy on fixed 
previously-unseen real data.

In the previous section, we demonstrated one way to attack a synthetic dataset. This involved training a surrogate VAE on 
the synthetic data, then using the method of Section 6.3.2. This procedure gives a practical measure of the privacy of a 
synthetic dataset by showing how secure it is against membership inference attacks. However, as this attack is quite 
sophisticated, it may be di�cult for non-technical data owners to appreciate these results.

In this section, we give some alternative metrics for assessing the privacy of a synthetic dataset. Using these, we compare 
the VAE-generated synthetic datasets of Section 6.4 to some more traditional anonymisation techniques. We ultimately 
show that both VAE-generated datasets are superior to traditional techniques. We also demonstrate why the attack 
strategy set out in Section 6.4 is a valuable approach by which to assess synthetic datasets.

Additional metrics on private-synthetic data
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Figure 6.5: Utility vs Gower metric for various synthetic data generation 
techniques. Clockwise from top-left: Adult, Cover Type & Traffic Accidents.

Figure 6.5 shows these results for each of our three datasets. The feature shu�ing technique is displayed for varying
percentages in black, while the synthetic data of Section 6.4 appears in red and green. The horizontal dashed line shows 
the Gower distance metric applied to two separate halves of the real data; this indicates what sort of distance one should 
expect a good synthetic copy to have. 

One sees a similar pattern across all three graphs; for feature shu�ing at lower percentages one obtains data that is closer 
to the real data than one would expect (compared to another, distinct, random subset), and therefore potentially leaks 
more privacy, but possesses a high utility. For feature shu�ing at higher percentages one obtains data that is less similar to 
the real data, and therefore potentially more private, but at a substantial utility loss. Finally, the two synthetic datasets
generated by the VAE-based methods of Section 6.4 achieve around the level of similarity one would expect as well as 
having good utility. Only the 20% shu�ed dataset achieves comparable performance to the two VAE-based approaches
on these two metrics, and in this case only on the Adult and Cover Type datasets.

One might wonder if feature shu�ing at the right percentage level is therefore a viable method of generating synthetic 
data. In particular, 20% shu�ing seems promising for the Adult and Cover Type datasets. An immediate problem, men-
tioned above, is that there is a substantial amount of overlap between the real and synthetic data with lower percentage 
shu�ing. For example, the 20% shu�e for Adult in fact results in nearly 20% of rows that identically overlap with the real 
dataset. However, one might perhaps be willing to accept this, if one couldn’t determine which data points were real and 
which were not. However, this is not the case.

To precisely test the privacy of this shu�ing technique, we thus ran the attack detailed in Section 6.3.2 on each shu�ed 
dataset. In all three cases, only 100% shu�ing prevented membership inference attacks (which Figure 6.5 shows has no 
utility), and in all other cases the datasets were more attackable than those generated by a VAE – at the 20% level in Adult, 
for example, the dataset was attacked to 55% accuracy.

The ultimate conclusion of this section rea�rms what both the academic literature and real-life events show; traditional 
anonymisation techniques are not always su�cient to protect individuals’ privacy, whereas the techniques used in Section 
6.4 are much more successful. Moreover, the above analysis shows the importance of the attack method of Section 6.3.2 in 
assessing the privacy of a dataset, as simpler metrics often fail to measure whether a synthetic dataset is robust against 
membership inference attacks.
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Tabular dataset with a mix of numeric, 

categorical and binary data. The prediction 

task is binary classification to predict 

whether a given individual earns above 

$50k in income. The dataset has 76% of 

examples belonging to the positive class. 

We use a random sample of 10,000 rows 

throughout the experiments.

Tabular dataset with a mix of numeric and 

categorical data. The prediction task is a 

7-class classification problem to predict the 

predominant type of tree cover in the 

roosevelt national forest of northern 

colorado. The two main classes contribute 

84% of the dataset with the largest class 

containing 47% of all examples. We use a 

random sample of 10,000 rows throughout 

the experiments.

Tabular dataset with a mix of numeric, 

categorical and binary data. The dataset 

does not have a default prediction task and 

so one was created for the purpose of this 

paper. We perform a binary classification 

task to predict the cause of an accident 

(acd_cause field) for 2 levels of the target. 

The reduced dataset we use has 15,000 

examples with 52% belonging to the 

positive class.

Adult Census Income data: Forestry Cover Type data:
Dubai Pulse data

(tra�c accident data): 

| VAE attack

This section provides some extra details of the classifier attack in Section 6.2.

For the Adult and Tra�c Accidents dataset the attack input is a single number (as both these datasets are structured as 
binary classification problems) and for Cover Type we have a vector of length 7, denoting the probability estimate for each 
class. It is noted that the more classes present in a given prediction problem the greater the input signal that is available to 
the attacker.

For both the Adult and Cover Type datasets we set the total data size used to a random subset of 10,000 examples and 
for the Tra�c Accidents dataset we use a total data size of 15,000 rows, selected to create a binary prediction problem. 
For all datasets 25% was used to train the private model and the remaining 75% the shadow models. 

We use a feed-forward neural network with architecture of [400 ,400] as the private model and for the five shadow 
models. For a given run both private and shadow models are trained for the same number of epochs using Adam and the 
shadow model training is conducted to ensure they use the same size training data as the private model - this ensures 
both the private and shadows models reach similar levels of fitting. 

This section provides some extra details of the classifier attack in Section 6.2.

For the Adult and Tra�c Accidents dataset the attack input is a single number (as both these datasets are structured as 
binary classification problems) and for Cover Type we have a vector of length 7, denoting the probability estimate for each 
class. It is noted that the more classes present in a given prediction problem the greater the input signal that is available to 
the attacker.

For both the Adult and Cover Type datasets we set the total data size used to a random subset of 10,000 examples and 
for the Tra�c Accidents dataset we use a total data size of 15,000 rows, selected to create a binary prediction problem. 
For all datasets 25% was used to train the private model and the remaining 75% the shadow models. 

We use a feed-forward neural network with architecture of [400 ,400] as the private model and for the five shadow 
models. For a given run both private and shadow models are trained for the same number of epochs using Adam and the 
shadow model training is conducted to ensure they use the same size training data as the private model - this ensures 
both the private and shadows models reach similar levels of fitting. 

Datasets overview

Details of experiments
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